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A bagpipe. A bat. A bat. A bat. A bat or a butterfly I guess,

do I have to tell which? A bear. A beaver, another beaver.

A bell. A bell. A big bat. A big bat with antennas. A big giant

fly. A big man. A bird. A blood splotch. A blue mist in middle

with dim forms in it. A buffalo hide. A butterfly. A butterfly.

A butterfly. A butterfly. A butterfly being torn apart. A but-

terfly house ‘cause that looks like a butterfly. A butterfly, I

know how to make these too. A butterfly, see the wings

and feet? A butterfly with thorns. A carving of an animal

climbing on side of mountain. A castle – like in a movie –

that’s hidden away. A cat reaching out. A caterpillar. A child’s

socks, just the color and shape. A Christmas tree. A clam.

A closed mouth, a cupid’s bow. A cloud. A cloud is not

formed any specific way. A couple of kids playing Indian

having a good time. A couple of spiders pushing them closer

together. A couple of – what is it that has tentacles? A dance

movement. A dead cat falling down. A dead turtle with lots

ofheads, shellmaybefoldedover–no.Adeer’shead.Adevil’s

mask. A dog looking for a favor, a biscuit. A dog sitting on

his haunches waiting for a command. A dog wouldn’t be

upright. A dog’s face. A dragonfly buzzing around. A face.

A face mask. A face mask a samurai would wear. A fan-

tastic shimmering scene. A few eggs dropped around here

and some splashed here. A flower opening out, budding.

A foot. A formal garden in spring with an iron fence at

the end, two banks of pink azaleas. A fountain spray, like

water shooting. A fraternity paddle. A giant. A giant with

tre-mendous feet coming at me. A gunshot wound, with

blood dripping out of it. A hammered piece of metal, the

bumpy effect. A hand in symbolic prayer. A hand-carved

statue inside some container. A heart. A hide, jagged

pointed edges, tail on pole, rest hanging down spread out.
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A hide spread out. A highway under construction. A hole in

the ground, maybe like a well. A hole through the wall.

A jackknife dive into the sea. A leafy tree. A leg, could be

an animal walking toward you. A leg of some kind of meat.

A long one. A lot of organs vaguely connected with bits of

bone and nerve in the middle. A lot of times you don’tknow

what to expect. A magic candle sends off different colors of

light. A man I met. A man leaning back balancing some-

thing,a juggleract.Amansittingonatreestump.Aman with

a cigarette in his mouth. A map of America. A maple seed

in here. A mist. A mist, probably a fine morning mist like

you see in the country, it may be clearing. A modernistic

painting. A mole. A mole in climbing position but not

moving. A nuclear reactor exploding, now this is a hard one,

just a nuclear reactor exploding, I’ve seen pictures of one, but

no one’s ever seen it like this. A pair of gloves. A pawn-

broker’s balls. A pelt, caught and split down the center and

stretched to dry. A penis. A person. A person with two

heads in between. A photograph, a negative that has been

ruined out of focus. A photographic map like we used to

get in the army. A piece of moldy bread. A pig romping.

A polar bear, must be climbing up a sheer cliff, he must have

glue on his feet. A pole, with rats standing up. A portrait.

A potato chip. A problem in painting. A pussycat, the

whole thing. A rainbow mix-up. A red mark on its nose.

A rocket. A rocket shooting off its runway. A rough fur-

riness, animal-like. A secret map, like the CIA has all the

time. A single woman, buttocks. A soft, fluffy, stuffed

bunny. A spaceship. A spinal tap, my brother had one years

ago, he was in a new part of the hospital, he was frightened

and lonely, he wanted me to visit him, but I didn’t feel I was

enough support to him. A spinning mechanism. A stingray,
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kind of fish. A storm cloud, because of its fullness. A summer

cottage we used to go to, the atmosphere of the cottage

bothered me. A sunrise. A topographical map. A toy animal.

A tree. A tuning fork, it has the big handle and the narrow

vibrator part. A valley. A variety of fish belonging to shark

family with sucker in front. A very hard climb up, a difficult

mountain to climb. A very square butterfly being torn

apart. A Viking ship with headmast. A volcano exploding.

A war statue of two soldiers in hand-to-hand combat. A wish-

bone in the center. A woman diving. A woman with head

cut off and two gentlemen at her side that look like ghosts.

A woman with two heads reaching out for help. About half

of the ship is here. Actively enclosing and protecting quality

about the top. After a storm, all puffed up and you can

crack them, not the exact color, but it’s light and cool-

looking. Again, the sex symbol. Again, the sex thing on

the bottom. Aha, better, I like colors, maybe it’s a tree up

here, a magic tree. Alice in Wonderland animals climbing

rocks. Alimentary canal, double heart, a big spinal column

and feces. Alive, it seems to be resisting the fall. All crea-

tures need covering and defenses to protect themselves.

All have some relief map look. All look like plains – like one

of those maps – areas to represent different types of land,

cultivated or high hilly areas. All of it looks like a mask,

cat face. All of this looks like a dead, burnt-up stump of an

old tree and here at the top is an old owl, the wise old owl,

all crouched into a ball so you can only see the head and

he’s staring right out at you, see the round body, up here,

see it? All of this white part, it just has the same shape as

a mushroom. All rest part of mountains. All sitting or stand-

ing on branches somewhere. All the blood around so it

must be one. All the red is the veins with the blood coming
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out and this one is the heart, and the rest of it is the body.

All the stuff, the colors, are running together like it was

melting in the sun. All these seem to have – looks like a

uterus. All those colors, that’s like paint. All you can see is

her hair, which would be blonde or white, and her face,

which is darker, is the white part so you can’t tell who she

is, she has a French-style hairdo with the puff on top and

little wisps coming out at the sides. Almost a dance move-

ment. Almost in an eagle costume, with wings, standing on

top of a craggy hill. Almost looks like a centipede, project-

ing legs. Almost looks like a typical wizard casting a spell,

imaginary wand. Also a man trying to fly, a flying machine

on his back, but it isn’t working very well, he’s pretty stupid,

he could work on more important things than trying to fly.

Also looks like a red bow tie, makes me think of my father’s

wild ties, that’s something I like about him. Also looks like

roosters – or chickens or fowl – I don’t know much about

that. Also looks like the lower half of a bowlegged cowboy,

you don’t see the upper half but just the trunk and the

spread-apart legs, it’s ridiculous. Also – these ladies look

like French dancing ladies. Always just so into herself,

partly because she just drank so much, into another world,

gave herself, in some ways took care of us, but didn’t give

emotionally, didn’t care about us. Am I really supposed to

tell you what this looks like to me? Amorphous like a

fungus, they are almost colorless. An abstract painting of

some kind. An anal cavity. An anal thermometer. An ana-

tomical drawing, center of bony structure, visceral areas

demarcated in color, lungs, stomach and lower organs. An

animal head, some kind of terrier. An animal jumping, I

don’t know why, maybe he’s scared like me, and he is

seeing himself down here in the water. An animal pelt.
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An eel. An erect penis. An existential crab. An explosive

center, forms floating around the calm after the storm. An

hourglass. An hourglass – not a good one – distorts time

because not same size on top and bottom. An ornamental

statue, Indian in nature, sort of a totem pole. An underwa-

ter sea scene. An unreal carnival-like Halloween party,

shoes like cloven hoofs, bodies bent. An x-ray of alimentary

canal, double heart, spinal column and feces. An x-ray of

somebody’s spinal cord. And a butterfly, I got a lot outta

this one. And a cat. And a flower. And a frog’s face. And a

king’s court. And a nuclear bomb exploding. And a pair of

shears, clip clip. And a penis being circumcised, that’s it.

And all the pieces look like they’ve been breaded, proba-

bly with cracker meal, or some are. And an ant face. And

here it’s black and this is white. And it’s a rain cloud, all the

different dark colors make it like a rain cloud. And it’s a

raven. And rockets. And the abominable snowman, ha ha

ha, he’s like, weird, like they built him funny or maybe he’s

built so his feet are out forward, more like this and his little

head is back more. And the clumsy feet. And the tendrils on

the wing, that’s like a moth, but wings are not shaped like

a moth and the body’s like a bat’s. And these little streamers

and stuff. And this is like a lap dog sitting at the woman’s

feet, his head is on a level with her hand, she is feeding him.

And this part does not belong. And two bears trying to

climb a tree. And two jellyfish. And up here there’s two

more eating this stick. Angry and ghoulish type with the

dark eyes. Angular faces, angling back, give the sense of

pulling away instead of helping, tugging or trying to gain

control. Animal figure. Animal figure made of white,

hooded effect almost to eyes. Animals. Animals. Animal’s

feet and legs, half of an animal standing up that way.
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Animal’s head. Another flower maybe, like a tulip, like they

plant in the parks. Another one! Antenna of insect here.

Antennae of insect. Antlers. Ants taking little pieces of

food. Any pictures I’ve seen of ‘em have these two little tails

and head and these wings, so evenly apart like this. Apron

tied up behind her. Are these really supposed to be some-

thing? Are you writing down everything I say? Arm bent,

body in motion, female leg. Arm bent, body reclining, female

leg. Armadillos, one on each side with just the legs sticking

out, the rest is all in the shell. Arms behind backs, each have

an identical white circle on chest. Arms behind their backs.

Arms come down, disappear because picture’s not complete,

maybe they’re under the blanket. Arms droop off, lungs in

middle, can’t see the ribs, that shows person has bad case

of TB. Arms not long enough to come out of the costume

because it’s really two people, one sitting on top of the other.

Arms turned out, towards sides (demonstrates). As if the

wings made them look as though they should be feared.

At a sixty-degree angle, form an equilibrium triangle. At

first, the older figure, he was an older version of this one.

Babies or dwarfs, anyway pink. Baby’s booties. Baby’s pink

buttocks. Back of rabbit’s ears. Back of skull. Back of the head

of a rabbit, that’s all. Back toward us, standing up. Badly

dried and cut because of the dark and light spots in here.

Bald, grotesque, gleeful clowns, like tall hats, faces sticking

out, playful. Balloon, shiny, round object. Balls of cotton.

Barefooted, legs and hips, head seems divided in two parts,

hands in mittens, see legs through dress, transparent dress.

Basin in a mountain. Bat. Bat. Bat in flight, wings spread

out, attached to body. Bat with rodent-like ears. Beak of

a bird. Bear. Bears going sideways on coat of arms. Bears

sitting on their hind legs facing in opposite directions.
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Beautiful green ball dress. Beautiful, it’s nothing, just a

reflection, at least three miles away, see evergreen trees

and looks like smoke aurora around fire, heavy black

smoke, forest back here. Beautiful reflection, very far away.

Because eyes drawn down. Because he used to go out of

control when I was young, out of anger. Because here’s its

head, body, arms on the sides, big feet, with something

sticking up in the middle; that’s why I call it a monster with

a pogo stick. Because here’s the back (imitates sitting),

yeah, they’re shaped round. Because here’s the wings and

here’s the hole part. Because here’s their legs, and there’s

where their legs are connected to their bodies, goes up to

their chest, their head. Because I couldn’t see the head I

assumed a soft substance. Because it goes out like this

(traces outline with finger). Because it has so many colors.

Because it has the green smoke coming out of it, and

anything that takes off must have smoke coming out of it.

Because it has the shape of the wings, the antennas and the

little feet. Because it has these fur things sticking out and

the whiskers. Because it looks like a big clown here and it’s

just going up. Because it’s a triangle. Because it’s black, it

has a shape kind of like a point, so it looks like a bird with

wings, and it has a hole cut in it. Because its feet are up,

they’re not on the grass. Because it’s got this. Because it’s got

wings and the ears are up and it’s flying. Because it’s gray

and rectangle. Because it’s green and looks like weeds.

Because it’s green, with the trunk, straight down the

middle, here. Because it’s kind of splattered out and black.

Because it’s kinda big and it’s kinda legs here. Because it’s

kinda like this (pantomimes stomping). Because it’s kinda

shaped like one. Because it’s kinda up like this (traces tail

with finger). Because it’s like this. Because it’s on a rock.
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Because it’s round. Because it’s shaped like cotton candy

and it has the stick. Because it’s shaped like one and it’s

kinda big and it’s stomping. Because it’s splattered out.

Because it’s stomping around. Because it’s straight and long

and has these things to step on. Because it’s too rigid, not

a beautiful butterfly, supposed to be smooth and round.

Because its wings are moving. Because just has such a big

foot – feet I mean – and such a little head, that it looks funny

I guess. Because of the costume, eagle dance (demonstrates).

Because of the line of bones. Because of the shape. Because

of the shape of these humps, which are their heads.

Because of the tuft of hair on the bottom that’s like the tuft

on a cat’s chin. Because of the two protrusions on top.

Because of the way it’s shaped. Because old ladies had to be

in a rocking chair, but these handles, going back perpen-

dicular rather than curving back. Because see the shapes,

prints, see, you know, like ink prints. Because somebody

jumped in it. Because such – so wide (traces with finger).

Because the way they are dressed. Because these are their

ugly teeth and pointed hats. Because they have a little bit

of dark skin and the feathers. Because they have their paws

on the thing, like this (imitates with her own body).

Because they’re exhausted, spent all their lives eating

people up. Because they’re kinda long and kinda long here

and here. Because they’re kinda shaped like ‘em. Because

they’re long. Because they’re rectangle. Because this ear is

kinda large and it looks like it’s standing on a rock and it’s

got a tail. Because this is their – kinda like (points to herself

sitting), it’s like this part (points to her lower torso and

upper legs). Because this part is kinda splattered up. Beetles

are so busy arguing with one another, they don’t see some-

thing bigger coming at them. Beets, red; cabbages, green;
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carrots, orange. Before, the Turks also looked like women.

Beginning of armorial or escutcheon plate. Being afraid.

Being slapped or being hugged. Below the elephants it sort

of looks like they’re standing on a red butterfly or moth.

Belted with bustle, bust, an incomplete manikin. Bending

over with hands on the head of an ant or insect, it’s got

jaws and teeth. Big angry waves with foam on top, large

waves ready to splash. Big furry monster. Big pieces of stone

worn down by water. Birds. Birds perched, wings out, up.

Black hair strewn all over barber’s floor. Black Sabbath. Black

smoke smudges. Blackness and shape of insignia make me

think of airman’s death. Blah, that’s an ugly thing, like

some sort of creature, like a big monster with big feet and

a small head, it must be dumb because the head is so small.

Blood. Blood. Blood dripping down. Blowing, anyway, or

breathing, could be either. Blue eyes. Blue faces, blowing

into some kind of apparatus. Blue flags on a twin standard.

Blue, my favorite color, looks soft, satiny and luxurious. Blue

sky.Blurredman.Body,arms,hands,redbootsandredturbans,

eyes. Body not actually constructed that way – color – very

often in anatomy books. Bomber would be without a

fuselage. Boots or overshoes, just the shape. Boots, skirt is

tight-waisted, breast, neck, great Russian fur hats, texture

of gray white fur. Both are dead to me. Both have arms

extended. Bottom looks like a little house. Bottom part

looks like that same sex symbol again – Jesus. Bottom red

and top orange, mostly in orange are flames. Bow tie in

middle symbolic of party color. Boy, I’m beat, this is a hard

test, I hope you don’t have to do it every day. Breasts, hips,

hands up, skirts cover their feet, no heads. Brontë sisters,

Wuthering Heights and Jane Eyre. Brown spaniels; English

spaniels with floppy ears. Brownish color of head of Airedale.
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Bug’s face magnified. Bulls. Bunny with peculiar side-

whiskers, two ears, heavy eyes, shape of head. Burdened, a

Carmen Miranda sort of thing, velvety fluff, arms out.

Bushy and full, looks like foliage. But also reminds me of

feelings I have towards my father and someone I went out

with, similar to my father. But ghosts I’m not afraid of, it’s

the spiders and rats (laughs). But guys get in and loot the

temple, steal the diamond eyes. But it doesn’t count. But it

doesn’t look like anything. But no bottom of a body, just

head and front legs, looking behind from where it’s hang-

ing from. But the antennae are off. But the bottom color

resembles sherbet. But this one looks like it has feet or legs,

cut out here and here, so I thought of a bearskin. Butter-

flies. Butterfly. Butterfly in center, wings and body. Butterfly,

right in middle. Butterfly, shape only, the body here. Cacti.

Camel that would be used in fighting. Can I look the other

way too, like this (inverts card)? Can I turn it over? Can see

legs over the other’s shoulders. Can see the tightly curled

center, the outer portion slowly opening, unfurling, looks

like these slow motion films they make of plant action. Can

you turn these things? Cancan dances, head back, arms,

legs, skirt. Cancan girls. Cannibals have something to do

with it, maybe heat from the pot. Can’t do much on that

one either. Can’t see expressions, only eyes can be seen, like

a motorcycle helmet. Can’t see parts in relation to one

another; figured it out in terms of the contrast: wings,

small body, two antennae. Canyon, green plants, waterfall

and foam through here, not much life in it, just steady.

Caps, noses, scrawny incomplete figures, standing there.

Caricature of men bowing to center figure. Carrot. Cat

head and whiskers. Caterpillar-type feet here point inward,

sort of like standing up, apparatus leaning against chest.
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Caterpillars, the dark sides, the tree in the center and the

side extensions are tree branches. Cat-like head with

whiskers. Cat’s whiskers but no cat, just whiskers. ‘Cause all

the colors mix up together. ‘Cause it has different colors.

‘Cause it has eyes like an alligator. ‘Cause it – I just think that

this is the cat, I just think it looks like a cat. ‘Cause it just is

the shape of one. ‘Cause it looks like a butterfly right there.

‘Cause it looks like it, different things. ‘Cause it looks like it

was real gooey. ‘Cause it looks like it’s a bat, bat’s feet.

‘Cause it’s brown? ‘Cause it’s got these two things right

here and it looks like a bee. ‘Cause it’s kinda big. ‘Cause it’s

orange. ‘Cause it’s red. ‘Cause it’s shaped like a fly and looks

like a fly. ‘Cause of the different colors. ‘Cause of the wing

going out, shaped like an angel. ‘Cause they are yellow.

‘Cause they’re big. ‘Cause they’re little. ‘Cause they’re sorta

little. ‘Cause, they’re standing so they remain as far apart

as possible. ‘Cause they’re yellow and they’re little. ‘Cause

this looks like birds. Caution, uncertainty. Center again,

lower part triangular in shape. Center organ, line of open-

ing, dark area around, black hair around the opening.

Central part looks like some sort of urn or a vase or some-

thing like that. Central portion looks like stunted tree been

cut off. Chagall. Chalky pastel colors. Chiffon handkerchief

here, gowned and gloved in same color. Child sticking its

tongue out. Children being ostracized by their parents.

Chinese hands with long fingers coming down. Chinese

lanterns let down from strings, shape and color. Christmas

colors. Church. Claws, something to grab something with.

Climbing up rocks. Clothesline with clothes hanging on it.

Cloud-like effect here. Clowns playing pattycake, hands

come together. Coastline with islands, fluoroscope feeling,

light things on different level. Collar, belt and belt buckle


